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$G$ $Cl(G)$ $G$ $Irr(G)$ $G$
$cl(G)$ $:=$ $\{|C| ; C\in Cl(c)\}$
$cd(G)$ $:=$ $\{\chi(1) ; \chi\in Irr(c)\}$
$cd(G)$






12 $(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}[3])G$ $cl(G)=\{1, m\}(m\geq 1)$ $P$
$G=P\cross A$ $P$ Sylow P- P’-
$m$ $P$
$cl(G)=\{1, m\}(m\geq 1)$ P-
$cl(G)=\{1,p^{n}\}(1\leq n\leq 3)$ P- isoclinism $\circ$ isoclin-
ism $cl(G)=$
$\{1, m\}(m\geq 1)$ Mann, $\mathrm{v}_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\Gamma}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}[4]$
$\bullet$ $G/Z(G)$ exponent $p$
$\bullet z_{2}(G)=c_{c(())}DG$




2.1 $G$ $H$ $(\varphi_{1}, \varphi_{2})$ $G$ $H$ i8OC iSm
(1) $\varphi_{1}$ $G/Z(G)$ $H/Z(H)$













$\bullet G\simeq H\Rightarrow G\sim H$
$\bullet$ $G$ $\Rightarrow G\sim 1$
$\bullet$ $G\sim H\Rightarrow cl(G)=cl(H),$ $cd(G)=cd(G)$
isoclinism $cl(G)=\{1,p^{n}\}(n\geq 1)$
22isoclinism $\Phi$ $\Phi$ stem
23 $G$ ’ stem $Z(G)\leq D(G)$
$W_{n}:=$ { $cl(c)=\{1,p^{n}\}$ stem $p-$ }
141
33.1 ([2]) $G\in W_{1}\Leftrightarrow G$ extraspesial $p-$
3.2 ([2]) $G\in W_{2}$
$\Rightarrow G$ :
(1)
$G\sim H=\langle a1,$ $a2,$ $a3,$ $b12,$ $b13,$ $b_{2}3$ ; $[a_{i}, a_{j}]=b_{ij}$ ,
$a_{i}^{p}=a^{p}=3b_{i}^{\mathrm{P}}=1j(1\leq i<j\leq 3)\rangle$
(2) $[G, x]=D(G)=Z(G)$ for every $x\in G-D(G)$ $|D(G)|=p2$
(3) $P$





$G\sim H=\langle a1,$ $a2,$ $a3,$ $a4,$ $b12,$ $b_{1}3,$ $b14,$ $b23,$ $b24,$ $b_{3}4$ ; $[a_{i}, a_{j}]=b_{ij}$ ,
$a_{i}^{p}=a^{p}=b_{i}^{p}4j=1(1\leq i<j\leq 4)\rangle$
(2)
$G\sim H=\langle a_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $a_{3},$ $a4,$ $b_{12},$ $b13,$ $b14,$ $b23,$ $b24$ ; $[a_{i}, a_{j}]=bij,$ $[a_{1}, a_{4}]=b14$ ,




$G\sim H=\langle a_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $a_{3},$ $a_{4},$ $b1,$ $b2,$ $b3,$ $b4$ ;, $[a_{1}, a_{2}]=[a_{3}, a_{4}]^{\mathit{9}}=b1$ ,
$[a_{1}, a_{3}]=[a_{2}, a4]=b_{2}$ ,





$G\sim H=\langle a_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $a_{3},$ $a_{4,1}b,$ $b2,$ $b3,$ $b_{4}$ ; $[a_{1}, a_{2}]=b_{1},$ $[a_{1}, a_{3}]=[a_{2}, a_{4}]=b_{2}$ ,
$[a_{1}, a_{4}]=b_{3},$ $[a_{2}, a_{3}]=b_{4},$ $[a_{3}, a_{4}]=b_{1}b_{2}$ ,
$a_{i}^{2}=b_{i}^{2}=1(i=1,2,3,4)\rangle$
(5) $[G, x]=D(G)=Z(G)$ for every $x\in G-D(G)$ and $|D(G)|=p^{3}$
4
4.1
$[G, x]=D(G)=Z(G)$ for every $x\in G-D(G)$
$P=\{$ ; $a,$ $b,$ $c\in GF(p^{n})\}\in Syl_{p}(sL(3,p^{n}))$
$W_{n}$ $Z\wedge<Z(P)$ $P/Z$
$|Z(P)$ : $Z|=p^{m}$ $P/Z$ $W_{m}$
isoclinism $W_{n}$
4.2 $\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}[4]$ $cl(G)=\{1,p^{n}\}(n\geq 1)$ $D(G)$
nilpotency class 3
4.3 (Verardi [4]) $P$ $n\in N$ nilpotency class 3
W
$n=1$ 32(3) nilpotency class 3
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